
Festival Programmes 
Ok, so the time has come to select your movies. Not everyone has the time to obsessively watch for every press release 

that TIFF makes announcing films, or for checking and re-checking the schedule for last-minute additions. It might even 

be the day that tickets go on sale before you even decide if you want to see something this year. So you bring up The 

Schedule and – oh lawd, it is massive! How on earth to decide what to see? The festival programmers have given an 

answer in the form of a variety of Festival Programmes, to better sort though the volume of media. But for the first-timer or 

novice those categories can still be a bit inexplicable. So here is my best attempt at breaking them down into layman’s 

terms, to better help you decide how you’ll spend your festival. 

**Note that for additional confusion some films will be in multiple categories. It makes a bit more sense though if you look 

at the ticket descriptions again. A movie in the TIFF Docs category could also be a Special Presentation. 

First, the most popular Programmes, here are the ones that you’ve probably heard of. 

Gala Presentations 

TIFF Definition: “Movie stars. Red carpet premieres. Major audience interest.” 

Layman’s Terms: These are the fancy-pants ones, the showings that are most akin to (and in some cases are) World 

Premiers. Everybody in the film that can make to to Toronto shows up in their finest to present the movie. Usually 

Hollywood Blockbuster/Oscar Contenders. 

Be sure to see our upcoming Venue Guide for how to best enjoy these showings. 

Previous Years Examples: Looper (the opening night movie), Silver Linings Playbook, A Royal Affair, Argo 

 

Special Presentations 

TIFF Definition: “High-profile premieres and the world’s leading filmmakers.” 

Layman’s Terms: The festival programmers have word that at least one big name (usually the director) will be there, but 

not enough star power guaranteed that they can bill it as a Gala. The first showing of a film is also usually its Special 

Presentation, so it’s a great chance at both celeb pics and a Q&A 

Previous Years Examples: Cloud Atlas, The Hunt, Laurence Anyways 

 

Contemporary World Cinema 

TIFF Definition: “Compelling stories, global perspectives.” 

Layman’s Terms: World premiers for foreign cinema. A good place to see the future Best Foreign Language Film winner 

at the next Academy Awards. 

Previous Years Examples: Three Worlds, When I Saw You 

 

Masters 

TIFF Definition: “The latest from the world’s most influential arthouse filmmakers.” 

Layman’s Terms: Hard-hitting, non-mainstream work that might get missed if it doesn’t make it to standard theatre 

release. This isn’t these filmmakers first Rodeo, in fact, they’ve probably been to TIFF before. 

Previous Years Examples: Amour, Like Someone In Love, In Another Country 

 

Midnight Madness 

TIFF Definition: “The wild side: midnight screenings of the best in action, horror, shock and fantasy” cinema. 

Layman’s Terms: If you like movies where things (and people) explode, then this is the place for you. Very exclusive set of 

10 films. Come prepared for a rowdy crowd and some bloody good fun! Oh, and they all premier at Midnight. 

Previous Years Examples: DREDD 3D, Seven Psychopaths, The Lords of Salem 

 

Vanguard 

TIFF Definition: “Provocative, sexy… possibly dangerous. This is what’s next.” 

Layman’s Terms: Think of it as Midnight Madness’ younger sibling, a place for films that make you groan, but can have 

substance to them. 

Previous Years Examples: Sightseers, Pusher, Berberian Sound Studio 
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And the LESSER KNOWN Programmes… 

Mavericks 

TIFF Definition: “Engaging on-stage conversations with leaders 

in the film industry and beyond.” 

Layman’s Terms: Excellent Q&As in store with dedicated 

filmmakers that love their craft and the audiences. 

Previous Years Examples: The Pervert’s Guide to Ideology, 

Chinese Zodiac 

 

TIFF Docs 

TIFF Definition: “Candid and unscripted: the best non-fiction 

cinema from around the world.” 

Layman’s Terms: Documentaries! Possibly some of the best 

Q&As too, a great opportunity to ask about what was left on the 

cutting room floor. 

Previous Years Examples: The Act of Killing, anything by Werner 

Herzog 

 

Contemporary World Speakers 

TIFF Definition: “Watch, experience, and participate in post-

screening discussions with film directors and subject experts.” 

Layman’s Terms: 5 films from the Contemporary World Cinema 

programme are assigned expert scholrs from the Munk School, 

to discuss the film subject matters, and their relationships to the 

world around us. 

Previous Years Examples: Nope, this one is brand new! Be the 

first to brag about going! 

 

Wavelengths 

TIFF Definition: “Daring, visionary and autonomous voices. Films 

that expand our notions of cinema.” 

Layman’s Terms: One of the rare situations where the festival 

calls out for submissions from the filmmaers drectly – they are 

looking for the avant-guard, the unexpected, the challenging. 

Next year maybe you can show your film at TIFF! 

Previous Years Examples: Far From Afghanistan, The Lebanese 

Rocket Society 

 

Short Cuts Canada 

TIFF Definition: “The best short films from emerging and 

established Canadian filmmakers.” 

Layman’s Terms: Short films, usually packaged in bulk so you 

can sit back and absorb a bunch all at once. 

Previous Years Examples: Shit Girls Say 

 

Discovery 

TIFF Definition: “Directors to watch. The future of world cinema.” 

Layman’s Terms: Up-and-coming new film makers, the 

newcomers to the scene that TIFF Programmers want to shine a 

spotlight on. 

Previous Years Examples: Fill The Void, Eat Sleep Die 

City to City 

TIFF Definition: “Bringing international cities to Toronto audiences. A 

snapshot of where’s hot right now.” 

Layman’s Terms: Giving you the chance to see what’s trending 

elsewhere. This year the focus will be Athens, Greece. 

Previous Years Examples: Mumbai was the focus in 2012. Miss Lovely, 

Ship of Theseus 

 

TIFF Cinematheque 

TIFF Definition: “Curated gems from the history of Canadian and 

international cinema.” 

Layman’s Terms: Old favourites, polished and brought back to the big 

screen. 

Previous Years Examples: Dial M For Murder, Tess 

 

Future Projections 

TIFF Definition: “Taking the moving image from the cinema to the 

gallery — and beyond.” 

Layman’s Terms: Taking contemporary art and presenting it on film. And 

taking the films out of the festival and into the city. 

Previous Years Examples: Peaches Does The Drake 

 

Nextwave 

TIFF Definition: “For the next generation of movie lovers: selections 

approved by our youth-driven” 

Layman’s Terms: The festival for, and scheduled by teenagers. Like, 

TIFF PG-13. 

Previous Years Examples: Perks of being a Wallflower, Fat Kid Rules 

The World, Artifact 

 

TIFF Kids 

TIFF Definition: “Family films from around the world: entertaining and 

illuminating.” 

Layman’s Terms: Stuff for the whole family! 

Previous Years Examples: Hotel Transylvania, Finding Nemo 3D 

 

Special Events 

TIFF Definition: “Onstage and onscreen: exclusive engagements and 

celebrated guests. “ 

Layman’s Terms: More than just a Special Presentation – they’ve 

gathered even more exclusive guests and planned for longer, more in-

depth Q&A. Quite similar in feel to a lot of the Lightbox programing seen 

throughout the year, like their In Conversation With…series. 
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